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Highly regarded by its practitioners and patients, cranial 
osteopathy studies the anatomy and physiology of the cranium 
and its inter-relationship with the body as a whole. Find out how 
this method may be applied for the prevention and treatment  
of disease and enhancement of health. You will receive hand- 
on-hand instruction from experienced physicians in a four- 
to-one student to faculty ratio.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

i	 	Explore	the	five	components	of	the	primary	respiratory	
mechanism,	including	articular,	cerebrospinal	fluid,	 
fascial/membranous and nervous system anatomy.

i  Deepen your understanding of the body as a dynamic  
unit with a capacity for self-healing.

i  Establish the basis for palpatory diagnosis and treatment.

 

WHO CAN ATTEND 

Doctors of osteopathy (DO), Doctors of Medicine (MD), 
Doctors of Dentistry (DDS, DMD), students enrolled at any 
U.S.-accredited osteopathic or allopathic medical school.  
Upon successfully completing the course, you will be eligible  
for membership in the Osteopathic Cranial Academy.

COURSE FACULTY 

Introduction to Osteopathy  
in the Cranial Field
Expand your osteopathic skills with a deeper understanding  
of the central nervous system 

March 11–15, 2023 
The Broadmoor Resort, Colorado Springs, Colorado

“THE INTRODUCTORY COURSE WILL HELP YOU UNDERSTAND 

ANATOMY ON A DEEPER LEVEL AND EXPAND YOUR  

PALPATORY AWARENESS. THIS IS A WONDERFUL PLACE  

TO START YOUR CRANIAL TRAINING.”

– Charles Beck, DO, FAAO, Course faculty member

“THIS COURSE PROVIDED 

ACCESS TO THE SMARTEST 

MINDS AND BEST TEACHERS 

IN CRANIAL OSTEOPATHY. THE 

“HAND-OVER-HAND” METHOD 

OF LEARNING TRULY BROUGHT 

MY SKILLS TO A HIGHER LEVEL.” 

–  Mario Cuzzi, recent Introductory  
Course participant

Bring a new dimension to your practice.
Learn more and register: www.cranialacademy.org/cme

Questions? office@cranialacademy.org or 913-538-4536
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Dear OCA community,

I hope you are all well. This fall season in the Northeast brought out a more 
vibrant foliage than I recall in recent times—one that was not only beautiful  
but quite inspiring.

As I mentioned in my last message, the OCA is back offering in-person courses. 
The Continuing Studies Committee, therefore, has been busy planning course 
offerings for the next several years. This includes an upcoming Fluid Course in 
February 2023 and a Pediatrics course in September 2023. 

Zina Pelkey, DO, FCA, Miriam Mills, MD, FCA, James (Jim) Gaydos, DO,  
and I have worked as part of a task force to develop a course proposal on  
Dr. Sutherland’s BLT techniques, which will become a core course in the OCA’s 
continuing studies curriculum. Many thanks to Zina, Miriam and Jim for all  
their hard work in developing this course.

The new course proposal was approved by the Continuing Studies Committee  
and submitted to the BOD for final approval, which it received at the last  
BOD meeting. The course is tentatively planned for 2024 and will cover  
Dr. Sutherland’s Balanced Ligamentous Tension techniques as described in  
the Lippincott article from the 1949 AAO Yearbook. These techniques are also 
described in the book: Teachings in the Science of Osteopathy. These techniques 
are a significant contribution that Dr. Sutherland has given to the osteopathic 
profession as he was taught the concept of ligamentous articular strain and its 
treatment with balanced ligamentous tension directly by Dr. Still. They have  
been described in the Lippincott article but have also been preserved by the 
mentorship given by Anne Wales, DO, to members of the ASSSG study group 
for many years. Dr. Wales and her husband, Chester Handy, DO, were not only 
students and teaching faculty of Dr. Sutherland’s, but were close friends to  
Adah and Will Sutherland. Dr. Wales was a remarkable resource for conveying  
Dr. Sutherland’s teachings as he intended.

The following excerpt from the introductory statements in the 1949 Lippincott 
article, “The Osteopathic technique of Wm. G. Sutherland, DO” is pertinent for  
us today: “…the technique which he has presented to us is a reflection of the clear vision  
of our founder. In these days of rapid changes in medicine, older methods are constantly 
being replaced by the new and there is scoffing at the procedures that were used in the  
day of our grandfathers. On the other hand, the changes in the human structure, due  
to environment, are such that it is now even more susceptible to the strains that were 
considered by Dr. Still to be the most important cause of disease.” 

Balanced ligamentous tension techniques are windows into engaging in a 
therapeutic process in which, as Dr. Sutherland advised, we “work with the  
forces within the patient that manifest the healing process.” The course will  
cover the functional anatomy and mechanics of the spine and upper and lower 
limbs, and the mechanical principles used by Dr. Sutherland in treatment 
procedures, including the “nut and bolt” principle as well as the use of a  
fulcrum. Although a common definition of a fulcrum is the point on which  
a lever turns, I believe the following definition has more osteopathic relevance:  
an agent through which vital powers are exercised. 

continued 
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In 1980, Jenny Chase, DO, was interviewed at the Kirksville 
College of Osteopathic Medicine. She was at that time the 
last living student of Dr. Still having graduated in 1912. 
Jerry Dickey, DO, FAAO, conducted the interview. She 
told Dr. Dickey off camera that the person who treated the 
most like Dr. Still that she had met was Will Sutherland, 
confirming the importance of balanced ligamentous tension 
techniques as reflective of Dr. Still’s treatment approach. She 
described how Dr. Still treated her and how his technique 
was very gentle.

In reflecting in the interview on her days attending the 
ASO, Dr. Chase described how Dr. Still would come into  
a class hitting his hickory stick on the floor saying, “The  

rule of the artery is supreme—you tell me about it.” When 
asked about her career choice, she adamantly stated she 
would do it all over again, saying she has always been  
happy practicing osteopathy and is still happy seeing, 
“twenty-five patients a week—that’s all.” She felt that  
there was always something to learn and attended the  
CME event held in Kirksville right before the interview.

May we all be as fulfilled and curious as Dr. Chase!

Respectfully, 
Dennis A. Burke, DO

Dr. Burke can be reached at burke.dennis@sbcglobal.net
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Dr. Andrew Taylor Still told us that treatment had but 
one meaning, “To know you are right and do your work 
accordingly.”1 That is quite an extraordinary responsibility. 
Yet, I would suggest that knowing is actually more 
accessible than understanding. Knowing is given to us 
by the loving, infinite power of Divine wisdom, whereas 
understanding represents the struggle of our intellect 
to acquire and manage information. James Jealous, DO 
once said, “Sometimes I think I understand. Then I regain 
consciousness.”2 When our mind is quiet, space is created in 
which knowledge becomes available to us that may never 
be fully understood. 

Dr. Still was also quite clear about his vision of the principles 
upon which our profession stands and regarding the path 
by which we can achieve this state of “Knowing.” He told 
us that osteopathy is “Not a war for conquest, popularity 

Donald Hankinson, DO, FCA is a longtime Cranial Academy member who practices in Falmouth, Maine.  
For more information you can contact him at (207) 232-4410.3
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or power. It is an aggressive campaign for Love, Truth, and 
Humanity.”3 Dr. Still always showed great precision and 
eloquence in expressing his ideas. Here, he is identifying for 
us in clear and concise terms what provides this science of 
natural healing with, not only its purpose and direction, but 
also the practical and trusted reference points by which we 
will be guided in applying the “laws not framed by human 
hands”4 in the care of our patients. 

Here is the story of how Love, Truth, and Humanity have 
informed my osteopathic journey towards a deeper sense  
of Knowing over these past 40 years. k

Love 
First, let us consider Love. One of my 
favorite quotes of Dr. Still’s has always 
been the one in which he spoke of 
loving his fellow man. I searched for 
years to find its source without success, 

until I read John Lewis’s wonderful biography. This quote 
comes from Still’s 70th birthday celebration, where he said 
to those gathered, “Why not love one another. I know 
no reason why we should not…” It was obedience to this 
command, explained the doctor, which prompted him to 
study into the mysteries of man’s organism and through 
which he arrived at the conclusions that form the basis and 
foundation of the science of osteopathy. He concluded by 
saying, “I love my fellow man, because I see God in his face 
and in his form.”5

For me, this is a remarkable revelation: it was Love  that 
provided Dr. Still with the inspiration for his discovery of 
osteopathy! That Love was the lens through which the 
concepts that formed the foundation of this healing Science 
were revealed to him. We are not talking about love as a 
virtue or a beautiful emotion. Love, for the old doctor, is 
the central principle of the Mind of Nature. When he tells 
us that the object of the physician is to find Health, it is this 
Divine presence to which he is referring. 

He explained, “By reason, I concluded that the Love of God 
was not without Wisdom in the construction of man.”6 So, 
this Health we seek is the incarnate expression of God’s 
Love manifest in the natural world and in the living human 
organism. Love is at the heart of our journey and is the 
Light which guides our way. In eternity’s Sacred Fire we are 
fashioned in each moment from this spiritual substance into 
embodied human form.

We want our patients to be able to perceive the Health, 
sense its living presence within them, and acquire faith in 
its healing power. When we are able to recognize this state 
of peace and beauty and balance within them, our patient’s 
capacity to appreciate that reality will be enhanced, and 
they will come to a place of knowing. That requires of us the 
ability to lovingly open our hearts to their Divine nature, as 
Still commanded us. 

In my Sutherland Memorial Lecture, I explored the nature 
of Love in osteopathy, and I quoted William Garner 
Sutherland, DO as having said,

There is always foam on the surface of the Sea 
But, if we go deeper, there is Quiet 

And, deeper still, there is Love7

Will said that we lost something in osteopathy that Dr. Still 
had tried to get across: the Spiritual that he included in the 
Science of osteopathy. Dr. Sutherland continued, 

“I mean the spiritual, direct from his Maker.”8 We are being 
ever remade and renewed by this eternal wisdom in the 
Stillness at the core of life. Through it flows the Breath of 
Life, which animates all beings through the power of its 
loving presence. 

When we acknowledge that presence and welcome it into 
our hearts, something happens in our patients that is more 
fundamental than the resolution of somatic dysfunction. 
They have the opportunity to recover their original nature 
as a beloved child of God, not only spiritually, but physically. 
When patients say to us in reverent tones after a treatment, 
“I feel like myself again,” that is a statement of profound 
importance! Experiencing that state of originality is not 
merely healing—it is a rebirth. 

Cynthia came to see me for an injury to her right shoulder. 
Although this resolved after several treatments, she chose 
to make another appointment. At this visit, she explained 
that since I had begun treating her, the profound depression 
from which she had suffered all of her life was improved 
for the first time. Cynthia had not been able to tolerate any 
of the medications prescribed by the psychiatrists, so they 
had refused to treat her. They had abandoned her to her 
suffering. Now she had experienced her healing potential 
physically, emotionally, and spiritually and had, thereby, 
gained access to one of the most essential aspects of that 
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transformative process: Hope. When we feel that Love 
awaken within us, we are then capable of loving and  
having faith in ourselves and others.

Gandhi said, “If you want something really important to 
be done, you must not merely satisfy the reason. You must 
move the heart also.”9 My responsibility was the simple act 
of acknowledging an unwavering faith in Cynthia’s innate 
capacity to heal and devoting myself to that purpose. This 
recognition provided her the opportunity to rediscover the 
living reality of the Health within her and her place in the 
world as a cherished masterpiece of a loving Creator. Then, 
when healing came, she was able to receive it.

One way in which we can come to know this Divine 
presence is to be receptive to the tranquil peace and pristine 
beauty of the Love within us. This awakens in us a memory 
of our true selves, an eternal and wholly familiar resonance 
of the Health. Love is our guiding light—our north star. Its 
tone, living form, and tempo tune our attention to the ever-
evolving Intention the Breath of Life has for us. Perhaps 
that is why Dr. Still told us that he quoted no authors but 
God and experience. To Love one another, we must know 
the sensation of Love within us. 

Truth 
Now, let us turn our attention to 
Truth. Albert Einstein said, “When the 
solution is simple, God is answering.”10 
Dr. Still had a similar vision of how 
our universe worked, and he tirelessly 

endeavored to open our eyes to that grand design. He said, 
“I took as my foundation to build upon, the truth that the 
whole universe, with all the forms and principles of life,  
was formulated by the mind of an unerring Architect.”11 
So, if we want to be successful in identifying cause and in 
helping our patients find healing, we must “blend ourselves 
with, and travel in harmony with, Nature’s truths.”12 He 
went on to say that the search for Truth was the object of 
his school. “Dive in deeper and deeper until you can taste 
the refreshing waters of truth.”13 “I have no ‘faith’ myself,”  
he said. “I only want the truth to stand on.”14 What a  
bold and uncompromising standard he set for us.

Truth for Dr. Still was neither some ethereal ideal nor 
a vague philosophical abstraction. It was the origin and 
eternal foundation of all of life’s expressions of mind, 
matter, and motion. And each Truth has “a sphere of 
usefulness peculiar to itself.”15 Thus, he counseled us to 
treat all Truths with respect and reverence. It is, therefore, 
essential that our attention be tuned to this unadulterated 
essence. Only by showing fidelity to establishing the Truth 
of a situation and heeding its instruction, can we ever come 
to know what is right and do our work accordingly. It is to 
this then, and only to this, that the compass of reason must 
be oriented to guide our patients to safe harbor. Dr. Still’s 
instructions were clear: “A few years spent in the school  

of nature teaches the osteopath that principles govern  
the universe and he must obey all orders or fail to cure  
his patients.”16

In the 1953 OCA journal, Anne Wales, DO discussed 
how we might do this. Dr. Wales identified the key to 
establishing a meaningful relationship with the forces of 
Primary Respiration, as the ability to identify the “Moment 
of Relative Stillness”17 in the patient’s system. Perception of 
the Stillness through which Mother Nature expresses her 
Intention and power allows us to communicate with the 
Tide, without violating the integrity of the living human 
organism, which is its creation. Through the resonance of 
this Stillness, we are naturally brought into a relationship 
with Primary Respiration that informs us of its Intentions 
 in that moment. And these “Moments of Stillness” will then 
reoccur to herald any change in the Tide’s Intentions, “just 
before any being in the Natural World stops doing one thing 
and starts doing something else.”18 Stillness, then, is both 
the trusted doorway to, and the cardinal embodiment of,  
Dr. Still’s Truth. 

For Dr. Sutherland, access to this Stillness came most easily 
through the phenomena he termed the “Fulcrum.” These 
suspended, automatically shifting Still Points are where 
the Osteopath acquires the “Balanced Vision.”19 Will was 
constantly asking his students, “Do you see the Fulcrum?”20 
because he knew that this was where we would have our 
best opportunity to perceive the Intention of the Breath  
of Life and monitor its response. 

When we tune our attention to this Stillness and thereby 
access Dr. Still’s Truth, we are brought to manifest 
wholeness. In this way, patients can become more 
transparent to the healing Intention and power of the 
Tide. To find Health, we must be willing to allow our 
consciousness to be shifted by the presence within this 
Stillness and to accept its transcendent reality without 
limiting its expression in our efforts to understand it. 

In this state of original wholeness, nothing is separate  
and yet nothing is connected: Tissue/Fluid/Potency are  
not connected. Mind, Body, and Spirit are not connected… 
they are one. This is our true and fundamental nature  
and the sole reality of the Health, Nature’s perfect image.  
Dr. Still observed that when matter was reduced to its 
greatest degree of atomic fineness, it returned to its  
spiritual nature and became a “Fluid of Life.”21 In this 
essential state, human beings can express their elemental 
nature as spiritual beings. And when we are capable of 
perceiving and communicating with this expression of  
the original perfection within them, we have our best,  
a nd perhaps our only, opportunity to help them realize  
their full healing potential and capacity for life.

Johnny was one of my greatest teachers. He developed 
normally until his sister was born. After that, he became 
withdrawn and ceased to communicate or make eye 
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contact. Months of occupational, developmental, and  
speech therapy did not yield any significant benefits.  
When his mother, Sarah, brought him to see me, I had  
no idea if I could be helpful. But gradually, the Johnny  
his family had known began to return. 

His teachers were amazed by the increase in his verbal 
communication and his increasing level of engagement. 
After many months, Sarah told me through joyful tears  
that Johnny had made his first real friend! Years later 
Johnny came into the office, sat in my chair and said to  
me, “Someday, you’ll lie down on the table, and I’ll be  
the doctor.” 

What I learned with Johnny I was able to apply, with 
varying degrees of success, in the care of other children with 
similar challenges. As a result, I was asked by my colleagues 
to give a lecture on my experiences, which blessed me 
with an opportunity to reflect upon the path that I had 
taken to the Truth in these relationships. I found that my 
fidelity to principle had to be pristine. There was precious 
little room for anything other than complete precision and 
accuracy. And as I looked back at my experiences with these 
remarkable children, there was clearly a most noteworthy 
and consistent finding within their living human organisms: 
a near total lack of relationship to, or recognition of, the 
universal crucible we call the Midline. They had become 
disconnected from this vital area, which creates the form 
within which the matrix of life manifests and which  
supplies the power for the growth and healing of that 
beloved creation. 

This level of vulnerability also required my engaging a 
more refined observer. If I looked at their system, no matter 
how loving my intent, their instinctual being would react 
with alarm. For them, it was an invasion and their survival 
mechanism reacted in force. 

My observer needed to devote its attention solely to the 
presence from which all of life is being ever created, the 
Breath of Life. Even then, I had to find a quiet and peaceful 
meeting place in which I waited without intent for them to 
arrive. Everything else, even the Midline itself, had to be 
viewed from the farthest reaches of my peripheral vision. 

When I was able to abide with them in that peaceful 
place and not intrude or interfere, they were often able 
to reconnect to Midline and peacefully rest in Nature’s 
embrace. It was essential for me to simply “Be” with them, 
lightly lingering22 without expectation. Then the vital process 
of renovation could express itself in the fashion and tempo 
which Mother Nature had designed. The re-establishment 
of this relationship between the Breath of Life and its 
creation, is more a remembrance than a reunion: a state of 
oneness that expresses the perfect wisdom of a Creator who 
recognizes neither time and space nor levels of meaning. I 
also came to appreciate more fully the importance of letting 
go of my expectations. As Dr. Jealous came to appreciate 
along his Odyssey of Discovery, that “Healing is the 

Emergence of Originality.”23 And this renewal of our nascent 
state of “Homeo-Dynamic Balance”24 often proceeds along 
unexpected paths to unimagined forms. If we are willing to 
obey the orders of the Infinite, as they are revealed to us in 
Nature’s Truths, healing will likely be the result. 

Humanity 
Finally, we will explore that which 
gives meaning to Love and Truth: our 
devotion to the service of Humanity. 
Now that we can see our patients 
as an ongoing expression of the 

Divine Intention, the question remains, “What is our 
purpose?” Addressing students in 1894, Dr. Still gave us 
his perspective, “We pride ourselves on the truth that we 
are daily giving to suffering humanity, health and comfort, 
peace and happiness, relief from pain, with good-will 
toward all men. This is the sole object of our school, and  
we should strive to maintain it in its stainless purity.”25  
Since its inception, the goal of our profession has been 
service, as has been modeled for me by all of my teachers. 
Unlike most other healthcare providers, we are actually 
endeavoring to provide health care. That may sound like  
an obvious, almost foolish observation. However, since June 
22, 1874, when Dr. Still flung to the breeze the banner of 
osteopathy, it remains a revolutionary concept of healing. 
With care of this Health at the core of our attention and 
purpose, the truth that a state of dis-ease and dys-function  
is really an unresolved healing process, rather than a 
mistake to be corrected, becomes self-evident. It also 
becomes easier for us to see God in the faces and forms  
of our patients, as did Dr. Still. 

The science of osteopathy ultimately derives its true 
meaning, and acquires its clear direction, from its  
devotion to Humanity. That mission, in its purest form, is 
self-emptying rather than self-fulfilling. This is to say that 
the more we come to work with our patients, rather than 
on them; to understand our role as helpers, rather than 
healers; to be grateful for this blessing in our lives, rather 
than expectant of recognition and reward, the easier it  
we will be for us to become who we are truly meant to be: 
trusted servants of God’s will. Osteopathy does not recognize 
hierarchies. Dr. Jealous told us, “We can go as deep as we 
want and we will find beautiful things. But we won't find 
total peace until the Health is everywhere and equal. We 
want to see the wholeness of the Health in everyone as  
one movement. There is no such thing as ‘the Health in  
you’ or ‘the Health in me.’”26 Our service, then, must be 
given equally and open-heartedly to all without question  
or judgement, much less, with the goal of changing who 
they are. 

Children are wonderful role models. They respond with 
openness when our words and behaviors are authentically 
loving. They may be cautious and fearful at first, but when 
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we are willing to listen and to respect their concerns, a bond 
of trust is created, and their Love is given unconditionally. 
This is a good model for all healing relationships. When  
Dr. Ruby Day was in her 80’s, she told Dr. Jealous to treat 
her like she was a newborn. Only when we can hold 
our patients with that degree of reverence for what is so 
precious within them, will we be able to offer them the help 
that they so desperately need and deserve: the treatment 
that will allow the Rivers of Life to nourish the famishing 
fields within them that hunger for Love and Light. 

Of equal importance is that we offer this help with a 
sensitivity that buoys their spirit. Offering our patients 
kindness is a powerful force for healing in its own right. 
Dr. Still expressed it this way: “If you should be indiscreet 
enough in your report to remove every ray of hope, you 
have chilled the vital energy, you have silenced it... [but] 
should you find any hope for his recovery and make that 
your report, like a thrill of lightning dipped in the sea of 
love, his vitality dances with joy. He is warmed up soul and 
body.”27 This Love of which we speak is characterized by a 
vitality and a transmutational power. It is a living substance 
with an unerring Intelligence from which life blossoms into 
an ever-evolving kaleidoscope of myriad potentials. When 
our relationship with the patient is synchronized with 
this unfoldment, we can help them to return to a state of 
balance and wholeness that will allow them to feel the joy 
and healing that is their birthright. 

There is also the question of how we implement the 
procedures of our osteopathic practice. Dr. Still offered us 
these guidelines: “An intelligent head will soon learn that 
a soft hand and a gentle move is the hand and head that 

get the desired result.”28 “You must not hurt your patients 
while you are treating them. My observation has been 
that he who hurts his patient shows a lack of skill.”29 This 
has nothing to do with technique. It has everything to do 
with our vision of, and attitude towards, our role in the 
healing process. Our osteopathic house has room for many 
therapeutic approaches. I have used most of them. But 
these modalities must be grounded in principle and guided 
by Love and Truth. Kindness and respect are not merely an 
expression of compassion, they demonstrate our osteopathic 
skill and our commitment to fulfilling osteopathy’s promise 
to Humanity. We must accept nothing less than what we 
discover and know to be Truth and be guided solely along 
the path of Love in all of our work. 

In 1996, after I visited London’s Osteopathic Centre for 
Children, I returned home and, with Lisa Pacheco, DO, 
established the Portland Osteopathic Children’s Clinic, 
where a group of devoted osteopaths continues to provide 
care for children in need. Many of them have suffered  
from significant birth trauma or drug addiction or have  
been victims of neglect and unsafe home environments.  
The clinic is a fixture in our community and a lifeline to 
healing for these families, creating bonds of grace and  
mercy that are a spiritual nourishment to all.

This is, quite simply, what it looks like when we “Love 
One Another.” These charitable acts are really nothing 
extraordinary, but rather how the intimate relationships 
with our patients will naturally evolve when we allow our 
work to be guided by a devotion to Love and service. And  
to be honest, offering this kindness to others is, for me,  
a self-centered act, as it fills me with tremendous joy and 
peace. My answer to Dr. Still’s question, 

“I Love to Love and be Loved. Don’t you?”30 is an emphatic 
“YES!” In giving, I receive far more treasure than I will ever 
possess, much less possibly give away. 

When Jan was dying of cancer, I was one of a handful of 
non-family members whom she welcomed into the personal 
space in which she prepared herself to leave behind the 
body that Dr. Still called the “Second Placenta.”31 I am sure 
that I am not alone in having been afforded this honor 
by numerous patients over the years. There has also been 
the most treasured gift of engendering the love and trust 
of children. A child’s Love is one of the greatest blessings 
in this life and our devotion to Humanity provides the 
osteopath with the possibility of receiving this authentic 
tenderness in abundance, even from teenagers! The ability 
to be present without expectation and to move at a tempo 
not our own, offers us the opportunity of being entrusted 
with the sacred charge of caring for people’s suffering and 
worry. This care of humanity is a gift we are given and can 
be as much a source of healing for us as it is for our patients.

This is how a holistic community emerges: a vibrant living 
web of loving beings who support one another in health 
and healing. The fruits of this dynamic harmony can then 
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be showered upon Humanity itself in ever widening circles. 
Sharing our gifts creates ripples in the ocean of life which 
contribute, materially, to life’s balance and momentum. 
Thus, we all prosper through our service to others and 
the dawning realization of life’s singularity. The promise 
of osteopathy’s gift to Humanity will lie fallow if left only 
in the theoretical realm or limited to the resolution of 
structural imbalance. This healing science only becomes real 
through its living engagement with the miracle of Life itself. 

Contemplation
Let’s take a moment to contemplate these 
core, living realities within ourselves, so 
that we can come to Know them…  Let 
the words slowly melt away like morning 
mist. Allow the breath to carry you to a 

place within that is serene, flowing as a river returns home to the 
welcome and peace of the ocean. Let this awareness arise easily 
and naturally within you. Your soma is woven from the sacred 
substance of Love incarnate. Every fiber of your being is familiar 
with this tone and tempo and is aglow with its vibrant presence. 
Feel yourself being rebuilt and refashioned in every moment under 
the wise and adoring attention of the Breath of Life, as it guides and 
nurtures the embryonic light within you to express its wonderous 
and miraculous nature.

We are a House Under The Sea with all the doors and windows 
open. The Tide is not flowing through us; it is unfolding within us. 
Gently allow your attention to broaden into the sea in which you 
dwell. Within this Ocean of Love, at its heart, is the Stillness, the 
source of the breathing. We remember that we are a simple drop in 
this Ocean and yet also the Ocean itself. All beings, all of Nature, 
nothing separate, nothing apart… only Here, only Now, only One 
in the Stillness and perfectly loved by our Creator. Settle into the 
welcoming Stillness, the Fulcrum for this moment, and be reborn. 

Mother Nature has fashioned us a Meeting Place of generous 
abundance where we are cherished and nourished and realize our 
living communion with Life. We are not floating within the Sea. 
The Ocean is in us and through us and of us. We are the Ocean, 
as is all of Humanity and all of Nature. Love flows to us from its 
source in the Stillness of Nature. Seeing the bounty of this Love you 
are given, let the innocence of the child within you offer it to the 
world with kindness and gratitude. Notice how the more you give, 
the more you and our whole world are filled with the radiance of 
this Light. 

Conclusion
I offer this to you out of love for osteopathy, realizing that  
it is not how our profession always chooses to see itself.  
I share it with you because it has been of value for me. 

Dr. Still was a visionary but also a very practical man. He 
told us that “Demonstration is the only method by which 
truth can be established.”32 We are the living legacy of Dr. 
Still and need to live as he did, boldly and with conviction. 

Let us then be guided by the principles he discovered as 
we offer our service to the world and take the opportunity 
to practice osteopathy with Love, Truth and Humanity as 
our guiding lights in coming to a more integrated and ever 
deeper knowing of Dr. Still’s health. 
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 OCA FOUNDATION 2022 REPORT

Supporting Education & Research in Osteopathic Medicine

Dear Physicians, 

2022 was a very good year for the OCA Foundation.

We successfully reached an unprecedented number of goals that opened the door 
to a more effective online presence and, in turn, generated more opportunities for 
contributions to the OCA Foundation. 

Many of the changes were long overdue. This would include the ability for supporters 
to make an online donation and read a user-friendly website detailing the reasons they 
would want to support the next generation of gifted osteopaths.

Special thanks are owed to our new two-person team: Gretchen Weinzimer, executive 
administrator; and Alethea Caldwell, managing director. This team came to us with  
over twenty-five years of extensive executive experience and have worked together  
on many different corporations.

Ms. Caldwell’s experience brings both governing board and executive experience in  
the public and private sectors of the health industry. She held executive positions at the 
University of Arizona Medical Center; University of California Irvine Medical Center; 
Cedars Sinai Medical Center; Ancilla Health Systems; and Blue Cross of California.  
In addition, she was secretary of health for the state of Arizona. It is understood that 
Ms. Caldwell’s executive experience was well above our OCA Foundation pay grade. 
We are grateful she accepted the volunteer, advisory position based on her commitment 
to our specialty. (She’s paid $1.00 annually for tax purposes.) 

The list of accomplishments below was made possible by the new executive team and 
the newly assembled Board of Directors:

3  Successful Relaunch of Foundation Website: Develop user-friendly features 
allowing supporters quick access to funding projects. The new Board wasn’t the first 
to consider the demand for making possible online donations, but it was the first to 
invest the monetary resources to design visually appealing pages to offer visitors a 
firm understanding of osteopathic medicine. Future features will include allowing 
contributors to learn where their donations have been spent, and/or designating 
projects to invest in.

continued 

Letter from the Foundation President 

OCA Foundation:  
Giving with Greater Impact

Eric J. Dolgin, DO, FCA,  
is an osteopathic physician  
in Santa Monica, Calif.
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3  Generating Scholarships: Every effort is being made 
to maintain the OCA Foundation’s informal policy 
of extending a scholarship to all medical students 
or residents applying for one. The generosity of our 
physicians has made it possible to offer this policy,  
even during the COVID-19 epidemic, with many  
courses conducted online. 

3  Recognizing Member Generosity: Physicians who 
have donated $1,000 or more in 2019, 2020 or 2021 
were acknowledged at the OCA Conference held in 
Kansas City, MO in June. The OCA Foundation has 
received numerous gifts in the past year including 
$25,000 from the Three Cords Foundation. Many  
of our physician benefactors have also contributed  
five-digit donations, which will prove essential in  
the funding of scholarships in 2023.

3  Redesigning New Brochure: Readers learn  
their donations support a healthcare specialty  
with an irrefutable track record for excellence. Their 
contribution will support training the next generation  
of doctors in our specialty. OCA members are welcome 
to display the brochure in their private practices. Contact 
Gretchen in the office if you would like brochures (call 
818-796-6750 or email osteopathicCAF@gmail.com). 

3  Board of Directors: The six-member Board represents 
many of the most committed physicians in the OCA 
including: myself, Eric J. Dolgin, DO, FCA as president; 
Hollis H. King, DO, PhD, FAAO, FCA, vice president; 
John C. Reed, MD, FCA, secretary/treasurer; Richard 
A. Feely, DO, FAAO, FCA, director; Quoc L. Vo, DO, 
director; and Christopher Stephenson, DO, physician 
director.

Chief among them is John Reed, MD, who assumed the 
role of treasurer, and completely revamped our accounting 
system. Term limits are necessitating Dr. Reed’s departure  
as secretary/treasurer, but we created a special position  
to retain his services as a director at large. He will become 
a special advisor to the Board. Christopher Stephenson, 
DO, is the most recent addition to the Board, and he has 
established a reputation for extensive research in the 
scientific achievements of Dr. Still.

In our most recent membership meeting, bylaw changes 
were ratified, and Dr. Stephenson was elected to the Board. 
In addition, FORCE was approved to become a committee 
under the Foundation.

Eric J. Dolgin, DO, FCA 
President, Osteopathic Cranial Academy Foundation 

OCA FOUNDATION 2022 REPORT  continued   3  Giving with Greeater Impact
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OCAF Has a New Address  
and Website
As part of its reorganization efforts, the OCAF Board of 
Directors relocated its offices to the Los Angeles area.  
New contact information is:

3  Cranial Academy Foundation, Inc.  
P.O. Box 6649 
Woodland Hills, CA  91365

 (818) 796-6750

 https://osteopathiccaf.org/

 osteopathicCAF@gmail.com

For any information or assistance, please contact  
Gretchen Weinzimer, executive administrator.

Be sure to go to our brand-new website:  
https://osteopathiccaf.org/! The longer you peruse  
the site, the better our search engine optimization (SEO),  
so it’s an easy way to stay up to date while supporting  
our visibility and mission. 

You’ll also find the easy form to donate on the site here: 
https://osteopathiccaf.org/support-the-foundation/ 

You can decide what you want to specifically support  
and designate it right on the on-line donation form.

Force
Early in June, members of the Board of the Foundation 
began discussions with The Foundation for Osteopathic 
Research and Continuous Education (FORCE) to explore 
synergies between missions of both Foundations. The result, 
after careful review by both Boards of Directors, was the 
dissolution of the FORCE Foundation and the transfer of 
the remaining funds into the Family of Board Restricted 
Funds of OCAF. The fund is known as the “FORCE Fund 
for Promotion of Osteopathic Research and Continuous 
Education.” This was completed in early August 2022.  
Dr. Richard Feely of the OCAF Board, and Dr. Virginia 
Johnson, president of the FORCE Foundation, were 
instrumental in this accomplishment. The FORCE goals 
of “promoting research and education, emphasizing 
the integration of osteopathic principles, practice and 
osteopathic manipulative medicine in patient care” are 
compatible with the purposes of OCAF, which includes 
financial support of research in osteopathic manipulative 
medicine and osteopathy in the cranial field, and the 
dissemination of the results of such research in clinical 
outcomes and basic sciences in support of the clinical   

and physiologic impact of osteopathy, osteopathic manual 
manipulative medicine and osteopathy in the cranial field. 
The current FORCE program of supporting awards for the 
student and resident poster presentation competition at  
the AAO Convocation will be a welcome companion to  
the current successful program of scholarship support to 
early career physicians for introductory training courses  
in osteopathy in the cranial field. 

The FORCE goals is “promoting  
research and education, emphasizing 
the integration of osteopathic principles, 
practice and osteopathic manipulative 
medicine in patient care.”

OCAF will be modifying the Research section of its website 
and adding a description of the FORCE fund into the OCAF 
brochure. OCAF has also modified its DONOR form on 
the website to include the new fund. We believe that our 
increased presence at the AAO Convocation will create 
more visibility and support for all of OCAF’s programs, 
including FORCE. A complete description of the FORCE 
fund follows this report. 

Making the World a Healthier Place  
with Force
(Fund for Osteopathic Research and Continuous Education)

Modern medicine has advanced rapidly in our lifetime, 
saving lives and increasing the quality of life for generations 
to come. Many of these advances result from scientific 
research into osteopathic manipulative medicine done  
by future generations of doctors of osteopathy.

Innovative thinking and scientific research advance the 
quality of patient treatment and opportunities for future 
breakthroughs in osteopathic manipulative medicine.

But research requires funding from many sources,  
including government agencies, groups dedicated to 
improving modern healthcare, foundations, and individuals. 
With these resources, we can advance treatment options 
and the effectiveness of osteopathic manipulative medicine.

Since its inception, the Osteopathic Cranial Academy 
Foundation (OCAF) has supported research for cranial 
osteopathy, now referred to as osteopathic cranial 
manipulative medicine (OCMM). As part of this effort, 
OCAF has expanded its research.

continued 
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The OCAF’s Role in Expanding Research
Since its inception, the Osteopathic Cranial Academy 
Foundation (OCAF) has supported research for Cranial 
Osteopathy, now referred to as Osteopathic Cranial 
Manipulative Medicine (OCMM). As part of this effort, 
OCAF has expanded its research efforts to include the 
Fund for Osteopathic Research and Continuous Education 
(FORCE), which funds scientific inquiry into Osteopathic 
Manipulative Medicine.

The Force Vision and Mission
Vision: To improve healthcare through scientific inquiry 
and the application of the osteopathic philosophy and 
Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine (OMM).

Mission: To advance clinical research in the practice of 
OCMM and provide research education.

Past Programs Funded by Force
FORCE sponsors a research poster competition for 
osteopathic student and resident research through the 
Louisa Burns Research Group of the American Academy 
of Osteopathy and the Department of Research and 
Development of the American Osteopathic Association. 
Entries have covered clinical research, education and  
public health issues, and case studies.

EMPATHY IN THE PATIENT-PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHIP

This landmark Empathy study showed the relationship 
between physician empathy and the clinical markers of 
diabetic patients. Findings show the higher the empathy 
score of the physician, the more patients they had within 
normal clinical markers.

A second study compared the number of admissions into 
the hospital of diabetic patients as a result of complications 
in the management of their disease and the empathy score 
of their physician. The findings revealed the higher the 
empathy score of the physician, the fewer the hospital 
admissions of their patients.

PAST WINNERS OF THE LBORG COMPETITION

Clinical Research:

3 Muscular Firing Patterns and Low Back Pain 

3  Osteopathic Manipulative Treatment (OMT)  
in Cystic Fibrosis and Chronic Constipation:  
A Positive Preventative Measure 

3  Eulerian Video Magnification: Indirect Assessment  
of Physiological Rhythms

Education and Public Health:

3  The Use of Ultrasound to Assess Cervical Spine 
Segmental Rotation as a Component of Somatic 
Dysfunction 

3  The Effect of Ultrasound Imaging on Student Learning  
of Shoulder Anatomy and Landmarks 

3 SAAO Lunchtime Clinic Encourages Future Use of OMT

Case Studies:

3  OMT for Bilateral Meralgia Paresthetica and  
Peripheral Neuropathy 

3  Use of OMT in the Pre-Surgical Management of  
Severe Strabismic Amblyopia: A Case Study 

3  Use of OMT to Treat Congenital Torticollis and  
Positional Plagiocephaly in an Infant: A Case Report

OCAF Membership
OCAF Board of Directors recently ratified bylaws,  
and Article III now defines members as follows:

The Foundation shall have both voting and non-voting 
members.

 1. A voting member shall be one who is either:

  a)  Cumulative donor to the Foundation in an 
amount equal to or greater than $5,000.00;

  b) Past president of The Cranial Academy;

  c)  Fellow of The Cranial Academy and donates  
a minimum of $100.00 annually;

  d)  Fellow of the American Academy of Osteopathy 
and donates a minimum of $100.00 annually.

 2.  Non-voting members shall be those who have 
cumulative donations of at least $100.00, but  
less than $5,000.00.

OCA FOUNDATION 2022 REPORT  continued   3  OCAF 2022 Board Actions
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RECIPIENT SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED

Brooke Bachelor  Tettambel Scholarship

Allison Bardowell Spector Scholarship 

Carter Biskup Porvaznik Scholarship

Chloe Cross Barkley Scholarship 

Dakota Dalton Barkley Scholarship 

Nazmine Deol Barkley Scholarship 

Chloe Griggs Porvaznik Scholarship

Mary Hyland Friedman Scholarship 

Emily Jones Skates-Binkard Scholarship

Chrissa Karagiannis Barkley Scholarship 

Brady Liu Rosen Scholarship

Nicholas Longe Barkley Scholarship 

Anna Mercer Spector Scholarship 

Heidi Molga Friedman Scholarship 

Umberto Napoletano Vo Scholarship

Jimmy Patteril Barkley Scholarship 

Carissa Rosten Coffey Scholarship

Adeel Sajid Gentile Scholarship

Andrew Sandoval Barkley Scholarship

Kristopher Schock Aggregate Scholarship

Allison Smith Rosen Scholarship

Danielle Tucker Barkley Scholarship 

Emma Twiggs Cryer Barkley Scholarship 

Ying Wang Lee Scholarship 

Kimberlee Wing Quan Aggregate Scholarship

OCAF anticipates being able to award 33 scholarships  
to approved applicants taking the OCA Fall 2022 Hybrid 
Introduction to Osteopathy in the Cranial Field course.

Student Feedback:

“Thanks to the generosity of  
donors and to the wisdom of the  
course facilitators, cranial osteopathy  
has become an integral part of who  
I am as a person. I look forward to  
bringing these tools into my rotations 
beginning this August. I am aware  
that I have much to learn still, but am 
invigorated at the thought of returning 
many times to this course (and others).”

A.S., student

Scholarship Update
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Thank You!

 OCA FOUNDATION 2022 REPORT

Sutherland Society
As of November 1, 2020, the following donors have 
qualified for membership in The Sutherland Society based 
on their cumulative giving. We are in the process of tracking 
cumulative donations from November 2020 through the 
end of 2021. If you have made donations during that time 
that could qualify you as a member of The Sutherland 
Society, please contact Gretchen at (818) 796-6750 or 
osteopathicCAF@gmail.com.

PLATINUM

Lifetime Giving of $50,000 or more

The Barkley Fund Estate of Mary Adams 

Estate of Clara F. Daum 

Earl F. Frisbie Trust

GOLD

Lifetime Giving of $25,000 or more

Anonymous – In Honor of Mark E. Rosen, DO, FCA 

David Coffey, DO, FAAO, FCA 

Richard A. Feely, DO, FAAO, FCA 

Melvin R. Friedman, DO, FCA 

Ilene M. Spector, DO, FCA

SILVER

Lifetime Giving of $10,000 or more

James W. Binkerd, DO

Anthony G. Chila, DO, FAAO, FCA

Eric J. Dolgin, DO, FCA

Judith Kaswan, DO & Edward Kaswan

Hollis H. King, DO, PhD, FAAO, FCA

R. Paul Lee, DO, FAAO, FCA 

Paul S. Miller, DO, FCA 

Gary L. Ostrow, DO

Michael J. Porvaznik, DO, FCA 

John C. Reed, MD, FCA 

Sandra B. Skates, DO

Margaret A. Sorrel, DO, FCA

Denise Speed, DO, FCA

BRONZE

Lifetime Giving of $5,000 or more 

John L. Baumeier, DO 

Lawrence J. Bellew, DO

Anthony D. Capobianco, DO, FCA

Maria T. Gentile, DO

Catherine M. Kimball, DO

Kim S. Lo, DO

Janet MacGregor

Harold I. Magoun, Jr., DO, FAAO, FCA

Tamara M. McReynolds, DO

David S. Musgrave, DO

Mark E. Rosen, DO, FCA

Therese M. Scott, DO, FCA

Alice R. Shanaver, DO

Quoc L. Vo, DO

Thank You to Our Donors
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Three Cords Foundation  
Donates $25,000 for  
Scholarships!
In August 2022, the Three Cords Foundation made a very 
generous donation to OCAF’s scholarship fund for future 
doctors to take the Introduction to Cranial Osteopathy 
course. Students report amazing experiences, like this 
feedback from the March 2022 Course:

“I was so grateful to be able to  
participate in the OCA Introduction  
to Osteopathy in the Cranial Field.  
From working with distinguished  
and experienced table trainers to the 
extensive cranial anatomy presentations, 
the entire course served to improve  
my palpatory skills as an osteopathic 
medical student exponentially. To say 
the course changed the way I practiced 
osteopathy would be an understatement. 
I am inspired and because of this course 
felt re-committed to diving deeply  
into anatomy and physiology in order  
to become a more effective clinician.  
I would not have been able to attend  
the cranial course without support  
and am humbled to have received  
the scholarship. Thank you!”  

C.K., student

Thank you Three Cords for making a significant impact  
on OCA’s future students!

Donor Recognition in  
June 2022 at OCA Annual  
Conference
OCAF recognized donations of $1,000 or greater from this 
very generous group at the June 2022 Osteopathic Cranial 
Academy annual conference awards banquet:

James W. Binkerd, DO/Sandra Skates, DO

Stephen P. Cavanaugh, DO

Juanita M. Brown, DO 

Eric J. Dolgin, DO, FCA

Richard A. Feely, DO, FAAO, FCA

Melvin R. Friedman, DO, FCA

Maria T. Gentile, DO

Annette Hulse, DO

Hollis H. King DO, PhD, FAAO, FCA

Julie Mai, DO

Paul S. Miller, DO, FCA

Alethea Caldwell Munsinger

Gary L. Ostrow, DO

Michael J. Porvaznik, DO, FCA

Therese M. Scott, DO, FCA

Ilene M. Spector, DO, FCA

Christopher M. Stephenson, DO

Quoc L. Vo, DO

Damon M. Whitfield, DO

A special thank you to Margret Sorrel, DO, FCA who 
generously donated a large number of books, bones, and a 
skull for OCAF’s very successful silent auction fundraiser at 
the annual conference in June 2022, and future auctions.

Thank You to Our Donors
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OCAF will be able to give scholarships to all applicants for 
the Introduction to Osteopathy in the Cranial Field course 
already set for March 2023, and also for the possible hybrid 
version of the course in the fall of 2023 with your continued 
support. A wonderful gift to a student would be to sponsor 
a named scholarship that can be awarded in 2023. We are 
suggesting named scholarships be $1,200, as the cost of 
tuition and expenses are increasing. Or, if you are interested 
in discussing an endowment, please contact Gretchen at 
(818) 796-6750 or osteopathicCAF@gmail.com.

The executive staff are excited to attend the AAO 
Convocation and sponsor the student and resident poster 
presentation competition with the FORCE Fund Committee. 
We plan a fundraising raffle for the FORCE fund and hope 
to make new friends and garner additional support for the 
mission and objectives of OCAF. 

As you can imagine, in these current financial times, these 
goals may present a challenge. Please consider supporting 
OCAF or the FORCE Fund with a one-time or pledged 
contribution. 

To donate to these vital missions, follow this link to our 
donation page: https://www.osteopathiccaf.org/support- 
the-foundation/.

Or scan this QR code: 

 

You may also contact Gretchen at (818) 796-6750  
or osteopathicCAF@gmail.com.

Thank You for Your Generous 
Support!
The Osteopathic Cranial Academy Foundation is a 501(c)(3) charitable 
organization, FEIN #35-1912585. Your gift is deductible for federal income  
tax purposes to the extent provided by law.

With Your Continued Help…

OCAF’s new brochure is available  
with a QR code for patients who are  
interested in supporting the Foundation,  
or for physicians to give out information.  
Please contact Gretchen if you’d like  
some for your office: (818) 796-6750  
or osteopathicCAF@gmail.com.

OCAF’s New Brochure!
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hese three quotations from Dr. Still remind us that he considered the most profound subjects as his 
philosophy of osteopathy coalesced. He entertained both the intangible, spiritual realm (Celestial) as 

well as the tangible, anatomic/physiologic realm (Terrestrial). These two terms, Celestial and Terrestrial came 
to him through Theosophy, a spiritual tradition, which during that era brought many prominent people to  
the practice of Spiritualism. Dr. Still witnessed seances and credited them with bringing “solace” and “comfort” 
to his soul (Booth 1905, pp. 16, 18-19). His earnest and ongoing quest to understand “Life” was satisfied by 
demonstrations of discarnate spirits by Spiritualist mediums.

continued 

R. Paul Lee, DO, FAAO, FCA is a longtime Cranial Academy member who is retired and lives in  
Durango, Colorado. For more information please go to his website www.cranialosteopathy.com.3

 COMMENTARY

Fields and Fibers
Unity of Spirit and Matter
R. Paul Lee, DO, FAAO, FCA

 

“THE MIND IS ASKED TO FIND THE CONNECTION  
BETWEEN THE PHYSICAL AND THE SPIRITUAL.”

A.T. Still, 1892, 249.

“THE HUMAN FORM INDICATES AND OBJECT… IT IS  
CONSTRUCTED AS A HIEROGLYPHICAL REPRESENTATION…”

A.T. Still, 1892, 27.

“LIFE…MUST HAVE DEFINITE ARRANGEMENTS BY WHICH 
IT CAN BE UNITED AND ACT WITH MATTER.”

A.T. Still, 1892, 249.
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Dr. William Sutherland, who followed Dr. Still’s example, 
entertained the idea of spirit beyond form when he 
proposed that the fundamental sign of life, the fluctuation 
of fluid emerged directly from a force of spirit, the Breath 
of Life (Sutherland 1998, p. 212). He said the Tide, that 
elementary factor of the tangible primary respiratory 
mechanism emanated from the intangible field of spirit, 
the Breath of Life. The all-pervasive Breath of life used 
the medium of water, which offered the means for spirit 
to enjoy “the breath of air as one of the material elements 
utilized by man in his walkabout here on earth” (Sutherland 
1998, p. 147). 

Sutherland asserted that water conducted the potency of  
the Breath of Life via the Tide. (For more information on 
water, go to these previous writings in the Cranial Letter at 
www.cranialosteopathy.com: (Lee 2002), (Lee 2003), (Lee 
2010), (Lee 2005, p. 175-201). Water conveyed the highest 
known element (Still), the Breath of Life (Sutherland), and  
its emissary, potency. Fluid did the bidding in the physical 
for the Breath of Life in the ethereal. 

This article advances the premise that during osteopathic 
treatment water, expressing potency from the Breath of  
Life, reorganizes strained fibers of the connective tissue. 
Water, possessing ionic charge, uses the electric charge  
on protein molecules as “handles” to guide them back  
into their original position for optimal function; and 
the operator facilitates the process by visualizing normal 
anatomy. “I constantly urge my students to keep their  
minds full of pictures of the normal body” (Still 1986, p.9). 
The picture in the mind of the osteopath allies with the 
always-present template of the original flawless structure  
that manifests healthy function. Both mind and template 
exist in the ethereal, Dr. Still’s Celestial world. Thus, we can 
say, the field of the Breath of Life (through the medium of 
water and assisted by the mind of the operator) shapes the 
fibers of the connective tissue. Let’s look at this more closely. 

Rupert Sheldrake hypothesized that “morphogenetic fields” 
precede and coexist with material forms (Sheldrake 1983). 
His insight was confirmed when a Kirlian photograph 
revealed a complete aura around a leaf that persisted in a 
subsequent image after part of the physical leaf had been 
cut away. These morphogenetic fields act as blueprints or 
templates for living forms. They remember through time 
the structure of living forms, retaining their energetic 
prototypes.

And equally interesting was the assertion by G.D. Hulett, 
DO, Dr. Still’s nephew who taught Osteopathic Principles at 
the American School of Osteopathy for several years at the 
turn of the 20th century, that function precedes structure, 
and function designs its ideal configuration within which 
to perform in physical reality (Hulett 1906). This writer 
contends, as Hulett suggested, that requisite templates 
(morphogenetic fields) exist for living forms with water 
as the intermediary between the “physical and spiritual,” 
Celestial and Terrestrial, intangible and tangible, function 
and structure, Breath of Life and extracellular matrix.

According to Alfred Pischinger, MD (Pischinger and Ed. 
Hartmut Heine, PhD 1991), a highly-regarded expert on 
the extracellular matrix, who noted in his book, Matrix and 
Matrix Regulation, a consensus was reached in discussions 
with leading anthroposophical physicians that the matrix is 
“the morphological expression of the etheric body.” I agree 
with those who say that the etheric body precedes and 
represents the physical body as its holographic blueprint 
or “hieroglyphical representation,” as Dr. Still called it, 
both etheric and physical bodies occupying the same time/
space. The matrix appears as the morphological expression 
of this etheric blueprint, according to these leaders of 
anthroposophical medicine and Dr. Pischinger. Within this 
fibrous scaffolding of the matrix, living tissue materializes 
with cells and fibers performing functions of life: expansion 
and contraction of primary respiration, metabolism, 
circulation, intercellular signaling, etc.

And Dr. Still essentially agreed that the matrix is the 
morphological representation of the etheric body: “The soul 
of man, with all the streams of pure living water seems to 
dwell in the fascia of his body” (Still 1986, p. 61). In this 
statement he places both water and Life (“soul”) within 
the same structure – fascia, and Dr. Still’s concept of fascia 
included its microscopic aspect (Stark 2007). Still and 
Pischinger expanded Rudolf Virchow’s (1821-1902) concept 
(“cell theory”) that the cell was the basic unit of life. Their 
expansion of Virchow’s theory included the matrix and its 
contents: parenchymal cells, capillaries, lymphatics, and 
nerves. Thus, the living matrix becomes the centerpiece of 
our consideration as the target of the creative energy that Dr. 
Still called Life. Dr. Still’s “Life” and Dr. Sutherland’s “Breath 
of Life” can be thought to have the same influence on the 
matrix – bringing it to life, vitalizing otherwise dormant 
(dead or inert) tissue. Life expresses itself in fluid: the “Tide” 
(Sutherland) and “streams of pure living water” (Still). 
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William Tiller, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Materials Science, 
Stanford University (William Tiller 1997), (W Tiller, Dibble, 
and Kohane 2001), formulated a radical new paradigm 
using principles of physics and mathematics to unite three-
dimensional reality with non-material reality. The first he 
called coarse particulate space (fibers); the latter, information 
wave space (fields). He saw these two spaces as reciprocals of 
each other. Light traveled at light speed (c = 186,000 miles 
per second) in particulate space, but in the information 
wave space, it traveled at c2. The information wave space 
doubled the dimension of the universe acknowledged by 
most physicists and recognized magnetoelectric mechanisms 
(magnetic monopoles) as well as electromagnetic ones 
(electric monopoles). By defining the information wave 
space, Tiller essentially defined etheric space mathematically 
and practically.  

Tiller indicated that information wave space contained 
vibrations of consciousness, mind, emotions, intention, 
and spirit. He showed that intangible intention influenced 
tangible water. With intention, he 1) determined the pH 
of water and demonstrated that water was a vehicle for 
these ethereal effects. He also 2) altered the rate at which 
an enzyme, alkaline phosphatase produced inorganic 
phosphate, and 3) increased the rate of maturation of fruit 
fly larvae (ADP/ATP) into adult flies. He declared that 
intention has robust effects on material reality. 

He placed into empty rooms the same intention devices that 
he had invented to do these intention experiments and left 
them for a few days. He measured the temperature, pH and 
other factors noticing that they began to oscillate together 
and did not cease once these intention devices were 
removed for as long as measurements were taken, at least 
one year. He theorized that the coupling of the two spaces 
– particulate and wave – was responsible for this oscillation. 
Perhaps Tiller had discovered the basis for oscillations found 
everywhere in nature, including the human body. 

We can postulate that the field we call the Breath of Life 
intends to create and maintain a living form. This intention 
in the wave space couples with the particulate space which 
initiates a fluctuation through the same mechanism that 
Tiller discovered by placing his intention devices into empty 
rooms. These devices held the vibration of mental intention 
created by meditators who encircled the devices and 
meditated on one thought for 20 minutes. The experiments 
later showed that the devices charged with a specific 
intention in this manner not only retained the vibration 
of the intention, but also that the intention held there 
conditioned the environment accordingly. 

If pH oscillates in the extracellular matrix, it is accompanied 
by oscillation of electrolyte concentrations (specifically 
Ca++), which results in oscillation of viscosity due to the 
consequent oscillation of the binding and unbinding of 
water to the gel of the matrix (Lee 2005). Thus, we witness 
an oscillation of the fluidity of the matrix from intention 
of the Breath of Life. If we assume that the Breath of Life 
conveys an intention to embody spirit in a living form, then 
we can conclude that such an intention, like those in Tiller’s 
experiments will produce oscillation. 

Tiller acknowledged David Bohm, PhD (Bohm 1980), a 
theoretical physicist before him. Bohm, through thought 
experiments, which he modeled after the famous method 
of his colleague Albert Einstein, defined two holographic 
realities, the implicate and explicate orders. The implicate 
order (enfolded and subtle) contained the explicate order 
(everyday reality) and determined it, like air contains and 
determines a cloud. The explicate order was composed of 
matter; the implicate order was composed of consciousness, 
very subtle matter. Both implicate and explicate orders were 
essentially vibration, and both contained consciousness 
since the implicate order where consciousness naturally 
resides contains the explicate order. 

Physicists tell us that 99% of matter is “empty space,”  
a vacuum. Nevertheless, this vacuum contains a tumult 
of virtual waveforms that support elementary particles 
in the explicate order. The vacuum is the space between 
the atomic nucleus and the cloud of electrons orbiting 
it as well as the space between atoms. But, the locations 
of the atomic elements are defined by probabilities, not 
by a definite place or time. Through what Bohm called 
“holomovement,” material reality emerges from the subtle 
implicate order to express itself in the explicate order. We 
know in the vacuum or zero-point field that elementary 
particles emerge momentarily in random places at random 
times from this background of a maelstrom of virtual 
waveforms and then, just as quickly, disappear into the 
implicate order, information wave space, or vacuum. This 
winking on and off of material particles is supported by 0.8 
trillion virtual photons for each physical elementary particle, 
a constant of nature. Quantum electrodynamics tells us 
that virtual photons transmit information (momentum) 
between electrons reacting with each other. Physical reality 
is ephemeral and interconnected, merely heavier vibrations 
unfolded from an infinite supply of subtle vibrations – 
virtual waveforms. 
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Of equal importance to the idea of vacuum energies 
described above is the concept that Bohm’s implicate 
order is a hologram. Each region of a photographic plate 
containing a holographic image contains the whole, three-
dimensional image and can be viewed from any perspective. 
So, Bohm concluded that each region of space contains the 
whole, enfolded (implicated) within it. The holographic 
definition of the implicate order asserts that order is not to 
be interpreted solely as an arrangement of objects in rows, 
for example, or events in a time sequence. Rather, a total 
order is contained in each region of space, something like a 
morphogenetic field. Physicists tell us that each photon (or 
any elementary particle), virtual or real, contains infinite 
information. Bohm also noted that although the hologram 
conveys undivided wholeness, it is nevertheless stable. 
(Bohm 1980, p.208). 

According to Bohm, the stable structure of matter relies on 
some form of memory; and consciousness and matter are 
not distinct. Our bodies are like standing waves in flowing 
streams in which the elements that formulate it continue 
to pass through it even though a stable structure persists. 
Some rock in the stream, some template (memory) for its 
structure must be at play to construct and maintain this 
human form, although the elements that make it up are 
continually being exchanged. How does the embryo know 
what to do on the way to forming the fetus, as DNA is not 
active during the first six weeks of development? How 
does the injured body part know what form to take as 
the forces for healing reconstruct it? I watched my third-
degree burn restore itself to its former healthy configuration 
restructuring the many layers of destroyed tissue. It had to 
refer to some blueprint.

As we treat our patients, we observe the restructuring 
of tissue to its original configuration. This original form 
came from some blueprint during embryogenesis, and 
maintenance of the form or the process of healing/
treatment refers to this same template. The consciousness 
of the operator facilitates the process, especially when the 
operator provides a similar model as that embryological one 
with our mental image of normal anatomy. This “picture 
of the normal body” (Still) harmonizes with the implicate 
order template creating constructive interference patterns 
reinforcing the blueprint of the tissue. The charges in the 
protein fibers of the connective tissue and the charges in the 
water supply the power to physically move the fibers into 
positions determined by the template and consciousness. 

Using ions as tools, water obeys the orders of the template 
and the potency of the Breath of Life to guide the charges 
on the strained fibers back into place. The osteopath assists.

Because they are piezoelectric, living tissues are perfect 
receptors for patterns of charge (template). The writer 
proposes that moving fibers with charge occurs routinely 
in piezoelectric substances, from both creative and 
maintenance (really the same embryologic) forces. Guiding 
the charges in water by potency and template to place the 
fibers in their original, healthy configuration is a unique 
aspect of osteopathic treatment. But, forgotten in this 
process is an important force – consciousness. As Tiller 
showed, our minds play a larger role than we might want to 
concede. 

Dr. Still wanted us to carry a living picture of all or any part 
of the body in our mind, “as an artist carries the mental 
picture of the face, scenery, beast, or anything that he 
wishes to represent by his brush” (Still 1986, p. 9). I believe 
Dr. Still emphasized this because he knew that the mind 
managed the process. “First, there is the material body; 
second, the spiritual being; third a being of mind which 
is far superior to all vital motions and material forms, 
whose duty is to wisely manage this great engine of life” 
(Still 1986, p. 16-17). Still said that there are physical and 
spiritual features, but that the mind governs the process. 
Such unabashed wisdom again from our founder, and once 
again without the scientific evidence that we have today.

The Breath of Life can be translated into terms Tiller and 
Bohm used: “information wave space” and “implicate 
order.” These are fields just as Dr. Sutherland implied 
about the Breath of Life. He said that lightning lighted 
up the cloud or the searchlight lighted up the ocean, but 
did not touch them, and by saying that the Breath of 
Life was like the ocean and your body was a house with 
open doors and windows within this ocean (Sutherland 
1998). Dr. Sutherland said that the Breath of Life was 
the cause of the fluid fluctuation, just as these scientists 
declared: that the particulate and wave spaces affect each 
other when “coupled” (Tiller) or the explicate emerges 
from the implicate through “holomovement” (Bohm). 
Intention affects its surrounding physical environment 
as demonstrated by Tiller’s oscillation of the room’s 
temperature and pH from an intention device. These 
are demonstrations of important principles that we as 
osteopaths rely on to do our work: intention and oscillation.
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In summary, we can say that the Breath of Life represents a 
field of intention in the implicate order, an enfolded impulse 
to create a living form in the explicate order and maintain 
it. That intention unfolds in the explicate order as oscillation 
of water as Tiller showed. Both pH and temperature 
oscillations which he measured affect the viscosity of the 
extracellular matrix, manifesting as waves of calcium ions 
(Lee 2008).

Tiller and Bohm entered the realm of mystery within their 
scientific disciplines and they investigated it. We are the 
benefactors as their conclusions help explain the mystery 
we encounter when working with the primary respiratory 
mechanism. 

We can say, during osteopathic treatment, intangible aspects 
such as the Breath of Life and the operator image of normal 
anatomy synchronize with a template to use tangible 
electromagnetic charge within the medium of water to 
restore charged protein fibers to their original position of 
healthy function. Or, we can say that a field produces a fluid 
fluctuation that governs, guides, and shapes fibers. Thus, 
fields influence fibers. 
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The Fellow of the Osteopathic Cranial Academy (FCA) Award 
was established in 1995 to recognize the true leaders of the 
Osteopathic Cranial Academy. It is an honorary award intended 
to recognize outstanding physicians and honor members of 
the Academy who have distinguished themselves by providing 
exemplary leadership, dedication in teaching, advocating and 
advancing osteopathy including osteopathy in the cranial field. 
The Fellowship committee is responsible for developing criteria 
for the Fellow of the FCA and recommending to the Board of 
Directors individuals worthy of this honor.  

In 2022, three members were recognized with Fellowship: 
Wendy Neal, DO; Dan Shadoan, DO; and Tasha Turzo, DO. 

Wendy Neal, DO, ND 

Dr. Neal completed an undergraduate 
OMM fellowship at the Chicago College of 
Osteopathic Medicine, followed by a rotating 
osteopathic internship, and finished her  
family medicine residency at the University  
of California at Irvine in 1992. She later 

obtained an ND degree from the National College of 
Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, Ore.

Since 2000, she has provided osteopathic treatment at a 
multidisciplinary non-profit clinic, Quest Center for Integrative 
Health, in Portland. She treats people from infancy to elder 
years, many of whom are dealing with chronic pain, head 
injuries, cancer, HIV, substance abuse, or mental health issues, 
seeking end of life care, or are from marginalized populations. 
She enjoys collaborating with others in her clinic and with local 
dentists, optometrists, and other health care professionals.  
She is certified in psychodrama and group therapy, and co-leads 
groups and retreats to explore multidimensional health and 
wellness.

She has served on the Osteopathic Cranial Academy  
Board of Directors and on several OCA committees.  
She has taught at many introductory cranial courses with  
the OCA, Dr. Viola Frymann, Western University’s College  
of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacific, the Sutherland Cranial 
Teaching Foundation, etc., as well as becoming certified as an 
OCA introductory course director. She is co-director for the 
OCA Fluid course and has served on faculty for several other 
OCA intermediate courses such as the Cranial Base, Pediatrics, 
and the Next Step.

Daniel A. Shadoan, DO

Dr. Shadoan received his degree from Touro 
University College of Osteopathic Medicine  
in Vallejo, Calif., in 2002, after graduating  
from Columbia University in New York City 
with a B.A. in history, and fulfilling pre-med 
requirements at San Francisco State University. 

As a student at Touro, he received the Russell C. McCaughan 
Education Fund Scholarship from the AOF for “outstanding 
capabilities and strong motivation in Osteopathic Philosophy.” 
And he was named Outstanding Student in Osteopathic 
Manipulative Medicine for his graduating class.

Following osteopathic medical school, he completed a rotating 
internship and a residency in neuro-musculoskeletal medicine/
osteopathic manipulative medicine (NMM/OMM) in 2005 at  
St. Barnabas Hospital in New York. He received a Certificate  
of Special Achievement for his intern class and  then served  
as chief resident during his final year of residency.

Dr. Shadoan has been a member of the Osteopathic Cranial 
Academy since 1999 and introductory course faculty since 
2010. He has been the course director for the OCA/AMOC 
Introductory Course in Paris. He has also been faculty for the 
Midline and Mesoderm courses taught by Eliott Blackman, DO, 
FCA. And he organized and directed the 2020 OCA Virtual 
Annual Conference.

From 2015–2017, Dr. Shadoan was President of the OCA  
and served on the Board of Directors from 2011–2019. He  
is currently chair of the Credentials and Bylaws Committees.

Dr. Shadoan has had a full-time osteopathic manipulation 
private practice since 2005, and has been an adjunct clinical 
professor in the Department of OMM at Touro University 
California since 2007. He lives in San Francisco, where he  
was born and raised, with his wife and daughter.

Tasha Turzo, DO

Dr. Turzo graduated from Western University, 
Pomona, Calif., in 1994, where she received a 
post-graduate osteopathic manual medicine/
anatomy fellowship. She completed her 
internship at the UCSF Family Medicine 
Residency at the Santa Rosa Community 

Hospital. She has been in private practice since 1995, practicing 
osteopathy, homeopathy, functional medicine, prolotherapy  
and PRP specializing in craniofacial dysfunctions. She is a clinical 
adjunct assistant professor at Touro College of Osteopathic 
Medicine where she has been a guest lecturer since 2007.  
Dr. Turzo has been co-treating patients and working monthly 
with Dr. Nordstrom since 1995. She is also a founding member 
of AEI (ALF Educational Institute). 

Dr. Turzo is also an internationally recognized expert in the 
application of osteopathy and functional dentistry, with a focus 
on the use of the advance lightwire functional (ALF) devices  
and TMD. Dr. Turzo has been teaching extensively in this field 
since 1997.
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Introductory Course: Osteopathy in the Cranial Field

March 10-14, 2023  

3 The Broadmoor Resort, Colorado Springs, CO

 Director: Annette Hulse, DO 
 Associate Director: Zina Pelkey, DO, FCA 
 Assistant Director: Bill Foley, DO

2023 Annual Conference 
“The Fulford Conference: Love Without Constraint”

June 8-11, 2023

3 UNC Charlotte Marriott, Charlotte, NC

 Conference Director: Therese M. Scott, DO, FCA 
 Assistant Conference Director: Elena Timoshkin, DO

Pediatrics Course

September 8-11, 2023

3 San Diego, CA

 Course Director: Mary Anne Haskell Morelli, DO, FACOP, FCA

Hybrid Introduction to Osteopathy in the Cranial Field 
(Hybrid – digital plus 3-day lab)

Fall 2023

oming Events


